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American compilations of humorous tales that, enjoying
no copyright in England, were cheap enough even for rny
minute weekly pocket-money.
At any rate the Italian Riviera was always somewhere
present in my subconsciousness—with Columbus moving
westward along the shore. I never thought of him as going
back towards Genoa, nor even as getting further than
Ventimiglia, Mentone, Monte Carlo, or at most Nice—all
those places having been in his day appanages of the Republic
of Genoa and reigned over by the Grimaldis.
Many years later I went adultly along that strip of
territory. . . . Say twenty-five years later. ... It seemed
with extraordinary exactitude to resemble the landscape of
my childish imaginings. The beach had the same slope,
the houses the same coloration, and above all the light had
the same still whiteness.
I went lately—what they used to call the war-clouds
were now gathering under the breath of the sirocco
which, the Arabs say, drives men to short but disastrous
madness, and I thought that if I didn't go then I might,
as a Briton, never enter Italy again—I went lately, then,
really to settle my mind about San Remo.
Till that day, with its gathering clouds of war, I had
merely shot through in trains going to Rome or Venice or
Siena or Rapallo—where Columbus landed on his second
return from America, after his voyage to Dominica, Guade-
loupe, Antigua, and the Windward Islands. And, sitting
in a modern restaurant, eating rather disastrous food, in a
dimness contrived by awnings, with scrawny-necked English-
men in tennis suits strolling possessively in the incredible
sunlight outside, I said to the long-suffering New Yorker
who attends my culinary rambles and to the little—but not
so little as that—English girl whose holiday function is to
see that I do not get run over ... a function that resolves
itself into watching me so nearly get run over that a votive
picture by herself devoted to St. Christopher and repre-
senting myself actually under the wheel of a camion in the
rue des Marchands, now adorns the chapel of Our Lady of
Rejoicing, outside Costebelle on the Mount of Birds, . , .

